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Cloud Computing and Privacy 

A new generation of technology is transforming the world of computing. Internet-based data storage and 

services—also known as ―cloud computing‖—are rapidly emerging to complement the traditional model of 

software running and data being stored on desktop PCs and servers. In simple terms, cloud computing is a 

way to enhance computing experiences by enabling users to access software applications and data that are 

stored at off-site datacentres rather than on the user’s own device or PC or at an organisation’s on-site 

datacentre. 

An earlier version of this paper was first circulated in November 2009 to a global audience. It discussed 

how Microsoft approaches privacy as it relates to cloud computing. It also put some important issues on 

the agenda. The paper is updated here to assist Australian users by exploring issues specific to the 

Australian environment. 

Microsoft launched its cloud service—Azure1—in Australia in February. It welcomes the great interest in 

cloud possibilities amongst home, business and government users.  

Another cloud application is the Business Productivity Online Suite (BPOS), a set of Microsoft hosted 

messaging and collaboration solutions including Microsoft Exchange Online, Microsoft SharePoint Online, 

Microsoft Office Live Meeting, and Microsoft Office Communications Online. These online services are 

designed to give users streamlined communication with high availability, comprehensive security, and 

simplified IT management. Because Microsoft hosts the services, it reduces the need to maintain IT 

services on site. Many organisations today are moving to this "software-plus-services" model, because it 

decreases the need to manage hardware and software. 

E-mail, instant messaging, business software, and Web content management are among the many 

applications that may be offered via a cloud environment. Many of these applications have been offered 

remotely over the Internet for a number of years, which means that cloud computing might not feel 

markedly different from the current Web for most users. (Technical readers will rightly cite a number of 

distinct attributes—including scalability, flexibility, and resource pooling—as key differentiators of the cloud. 

These types of technical attributes will not be addressed here because they are outside the scope of this 

document.) 

It is of course possible for people and organisations to embrace the cloud in different ways and at different 

speeds. Organisations, for example, might establish a ―private cloud‖ where the cloud infrastructure is 

operated solely for it; a private cloud can be managed by the organisation or a third party either on its own 

premises or offsite. A ―public cloud‖ on the other hand is owned by an organisation, such as Microsoft, 

which offers space and/or services to the general public or organisations.2  

                                                 

 
1 See www.microsoft.com/windowsazure/faq/  
2 Peter Mell and Tim Grance National Institute of Standards and Technology The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing V15 July 
2009 http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SNS/cloud-computing/ 
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This paper focuses on the ―public‖ cloud but may also be relevant to other people or organisations 

considering questions of control, cost and flexibility in their information technology (IT) services.  

Cloud computing does raise a number of important policy questions concerning how people, organisations 

and governments handle information and interactions in this environment. However, with regard to most 

data privacy questions as well as the perspective of typical users, cloud computing reflects the evolution of 

the Internet computing experiences we have long enjoyed, rather than a revolution. 

Microsoft recognises that privacy protections are essential to building the user trust needed for cloud 

computing and the Internet to reach their full potential. Users expect their data and applications stored in 

the cloud to remain private and secure. While the challenges of providing security and privacy are evolving 

along with the cloud, the underlying principles haven’t changed—and Microsoft remains committed to those 

principles. We work to build secure systems and datacentres that help us protect individuals’ privacy, and 

we adhere to clear, responsible privacy policies in our business practices—from software development 

through service delivery, operation, and support.  

At a national level, as well as state and territory, laws protect individuals’ data privacy.3 For example the 

National Privacy Principles, set rules for the collection, security, use and disclosure of personal information, 

and give individual’s right of access and correction. These principles provide a base line for governments 

and organisations in managing data and their IT resources. However, there will also be a range of 

imperatives, including cost, sensitivity of information, brand and customer expectations that in turn will 

affect negotiations about privacy requirements with a cloud provider. Taking full advantage of the cloud 

ultimately also means operating internationally, where there may be different or no privacy standards or 

means of enforcing privacy standards. This poses challenges for Australian organisations, as it does for 

organisations across the world. 

Ultimately, we expect the technology industry, consumers, and governments to agree on baseline privacy 

practices that span industries and countries. As that consensus view evolves, Microsoft will remain an 

active voice in the discussion—drawing on our extensive experience and our commitment to helping create 

a safer, more secure Internet that enables free expression and commerce.  

The Evolution of Cloud Computing 

Services that operate in the cloud often work in tandem with a client application operating on the desktop 

computer. For example, instant messaging and e-mail applications running on a computer rely on the cloud 

infrastructure for their connected features and also require a client download. The combination of ―client 

plus cloud‖ offers consumers, governments, and businesses greater choice, agility, and flexibility while also 

greatly increasing efficiency and lowering information technology (IT) costs. It gives customers access to 

information, software, and services on a range of intelligent devices, at a lower cost. As a result, this next 

generation of computing has enormous potential to create new business opportunities and economic 

growth.  

                                                 

 
3 The applicable law depends on whether the organisation is a government agency or a private sector organisation, its size and 
the nature of its operations. An overview of Australian privacy law is available from the Privacy Commissioner’s website at 
www.privacy.gov.au/law.  
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As with other major technological transitions, the evolution of cloud computing has drawn widespread 

attention and scrutiny in the news media. It has also raised policy questions concerning how people, 

organisations, and governments handle information and interactions in this environment. These questions 

are not unlike those raised during other technology-driven transitions, such as the shift from records, 

cassettes, and compact discs to MP3 files, and from printed newspapers to online news. In these 

examples, the unique properties of a new medium triggered a period of adjustment that involved realigning 

usage practices, policies, and even regulatory approaches. 

In the case of the cloud, this shift has been under way for a number of years as part of an ongoing 

evolution from processing information on paper and storing it in filing cabinets to storing it on computer 

servers outside of the user’s immediate physical control. A key distinction of cloud computing is that 

information storage and usage need not be limited by space or geography. Indeed, cloud computing users 

typically don’t even need to know how many ―virtual filing boxes‖ they will need because the available 

space scales to meet their needs. Further, the cloud does far more than just store data. It also hosts 

applications and enables cheaper, more flexible uses of the cloud’s contents.  

Privacy Questions in Cloud Computing 

The properties of client-plus-cloud computing also raise valid questions about security and privacy, such 

as: 

 Are hosted data and applications within the cloud protected by suitably robust privacy policies? 

 Are the cloud computing provider’s technical infrastructure, applications, and processes secure, 

and able to meet privacy law obligations to take reasonable steps to protect personal information 

and to protect it from loss or unauthorised access?4  

 Will the information be stored in Australia, or could it be held in another country and how can 

privacy obligations be met when data is moving across borders? 

 Are processes in place to support appropriate action in the event of an incident that affects privacy 

or security? 

Security is an essential component of strong privacy safeguards in all online computing environments, but 

security alone is not sufficient. Consumers, governments and businesses are willing to use online 

computing only if they trust that their data will remain private and secure. (See the related paper titled 

―Securing Microsoft’s Cloud Infrastructure.‖5)  

The ability of cloud computing providers to live up to these expectations is critical not only for the future of 

cloud computing but also for protecting fundamental rights of privacy and freedom of expression. 

Microsoft has been examining and addressing privacy challenges in the evolving cloud computing realm for 

well over a decade. Our extensive experience has helped us develop well-defined business practices, 

privacy policies, and security measures that govern our cloud computing ecosystem. Recognising that the 

cloud poses some new security and privacy challenges, we believe that our current policies and practices 

                                                 

 
4 For example see National Privacy Principle 4 in the Privacy Act 1988 available at www.privacy.gov.au/law 
5 www.globalfoundationservices.com/security/documents/SecuringtheMSCloudMay09.pdf 

http://www.globalfoundationservices.com/security/documents/SecuringtheMSCloudMay09.pdf
http://www.privacy.gov.au/law
http://www.globalfoundationservices.com/security/documents/SecuringtheMSCloudMay09.pdf
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provide a solid foundation for addressing privacy issues and enabling greater trust in the Internet going 

forward. 

Consumer-Oriented Cloud Computing   

Microsoft provides many services where it has a direct relationship with consumers and is responsible for 

the policies that govern their data. It recognises that the decisions and actions it takes about privacy will 

directly affect consumers’ willingness to trust its services. Microsoft sees transparency as a fundamental 

building block to trust. We support advice from the Australian Privacy Commissioner, that says consumers 

should take the time to explore the privacy settings and policies of the online services they use.6 But this is 

just the start of the privacy work for Microsoft.  

Over the past decade, rapidly growing Internet-based 

services such as e-mail, blogging, social networking, 

search, and e-commerce have substantially redefined 

the way consumers communicate, access content, 

share information, and purchase products. Since the 

launch of the MSN® network in 1994, Microsoft has 

actively addressed privacy and security 

considerations in its online services. Today, we 

manage a cloud-based infrastructure and platform for 

more than 200 online services and Web portals for 

consumers, including Windows LiveTM Hotmail®, 

Windows Live Messenger, and BingTM search.  

Microsoft has long maintained that in order for 

individuals and organisations to fully utilise the power 

of computers and the Internet, the overall ecosystem 

must be more secure and reliable. We also believe 

that individuals and organisations must have greater 

control over their information and be able to trust 

that this information is being used and managed 

appropriately. 

The foundation of Microsoft’s approach to privacy and 

improved data protection is a commitment to 

empowering people to help control the collection, 

use, and distribution of their personal information. 

Microsoft was one of the first organisations to 

embrace the Safe Harbour privacy principles 

developed by the U.S. Department of Commerce and 

the European Commission. These tenets provided a 

                                                 

 
6 Office of the Privacy Commissioner Privacy Matters Volume 3 Issue 4 Winter 2009 ISSN 1834-1667 Page 8 
http://www.privacy.gov.au/materials/types/newsletters?sortby=66 

 

Microsoft Privacy Principles 

 Accountability in handling personal information 
within Microsoft and with vendors and partners 

 Notice to individuals about how we collect, use, 
retain, and disclose their personal information 

 Collection of personal information from 
individuals only for the purposes identified in the 
privacy notice we provided 

 Choice and consent for individuals regarding 
how we collect, use, and disclose their personal 
information  

 Use and retention of personal information in 
accordance with the privacy notice and consent 
that individuals have provided 

 Disclosure or onward transfer of personal 
information to vendors and partners only for 
purposes that are identified in the privacy notice, 
and in a security-enhanced manner 

 Quality assurance steps to ensure that 
personal information in our records is accurate 
and relevant to the purposes for which it was 
collected 

 Access for individuals who want to inquire about 
and, when appropriate, review and update their 
personal information in our possession 

 Enhanced security of personal information to 
help protect against unauthorised access and use 

 Monitoring and enforcement of compliance 
with our privacy policies, both internally and with 
our vendors and partners, along with established 
processes to address inquiries, complaints, and 
disputes. 

http://www.privacy.gov.au/materials/types/newsletters?sortby=66
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framework for the development of Microsoft’s own privacy principles, which guide our use and 

management of customer and partner information.  

Together, our privacy principles and corporate privacy policy govern the collection and use of all customer 

and partner information and provide Microsoft employees with a clear and simple framework to help 

ensure privacy compliance companywide.  

As a part of our Trustworthy Computing initiative, Microsoft employs more than 40 full-time privacy 

professionals across the company, with several hundred more employees responsible for helping to ensure 

that privacy policies, procedures, and technologies are applied within the company’s products, services, 

processes, and systems. In Australia, Microsoft supports this global effort by having a dedicated Senior 

Privacy Manager. 

Further, the Microsoft Privacy Standard for Development (MPSD) framework helps ensure that customer 

privacy and data protections are systematically incorporated into the development and deployment of 

Microsoft products and services. The MPSD includes detailed guidance on creating customer notification 

and consent procedures, providing sufficient data security features, maintaining data integrity, offering 

user access, and supplying controls when developing software products and Web sites. In an effort to 

share best practices with the broader technology industry and privacy community, Microsoft has publicly 

released a version of its Privacy Guidelines for Developing Software Products and Services.7 

We continually review and refine the privacy policies and codes of conduct that govern our online 

applications in order to address consumers’ evolving needs and expectations.  

Cloud Computing for Governments and Businesses 

Many of the same privacy policies, principles, and technologies that govern our delivery of consumer-

oriented cloud computing services also apply to cloud computing for governments and businesses.  

Cloud computing offers many benefits for the government and business sectors. Cloud-based services can 

also be quickly implemented and modified to meet customer demand anytime and anywhere. This allows 

governments and businesses to add or reduce computing capacity nearly instantaneously, paying only for 

the services they need.  

In Australia, there is more of a testing of the waters, rather than a wholesale adoption of the full flexibility 

of the ―public‖ cloud. Some companies and governments are using cloud services, for example, to support 

research activities. However, when it comes to more sensitive or personal data, reluctance to have data 

stored outside Australia, and in some cases, outside of the state, in which the organisation or agency 

operates, is affecting cloud take-up. Perceived and actual concerns about lack of control over who has 

access to data, security and ability to make assurances about privacy are reported.8   

There are certainly moves in the direction of making full use of cloud facilities. The big four Australian 

banks have expressed interest in cloud solutions. The Australian Federal Government has also recently 

                                                 

 
7
 http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=C48CF80F-6E87-48F5-83EC-A18D1AD2FC1F&displaylang=en 

8 For example see www.theaustralian.com.au/australian-it/security-fears-to-steal-clouds-thunder-cloud-computing-service-
providers/story-e6frgakx-1225855705053  

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=C48CF80F-6E87-48F5-83EC-A18D1AD2FC1F&displaylang=en
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=C48CF80F-6E87-48F5-83EC-A18D1AD2FC1F&displaylang=en
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/australian-it/security-fears-to-steal-clouds-thunder-cloud-computing-service-providers/story-e6frgakx-1225855705053
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/australian-it/security-fears-to-steal-clouds-thunder-cloud-computing-service-providers/story-e6frgakx-1225855705053
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released its strategy on data centres. 9  This strategy is not intended to address the use of cloud facilities 

(and where these might be located), but it does encourage federal agencies to share future data centre 

facilities, whether purpose built or under contract from other providers. This sort of approach is certainly 

consistent with cloud approaches.  

Microsoft appreciates that there are genuine issues for business and government to consider.  

Documents stored on an organisation’s own internal servers have a measure of built-in security and privacy 

based on the physical boundaries and access controls that the organisation can impose directly. As data 

moves into the cloud, these natural protections no longer apply in the same way. Assurance of privacy and 

security will require firm policies on data access, usage and transfer that will remain in force no matter 

where the data travels or how it is used. Legal and contractual arrangements will also be part of the 

assurance process. Some organisations will prefer to store and manage their documents and data on their 

own servers, while others will prefer a cloud environment or some combination of the two approaches. 

Microsoft offers customers all three options, which are backed by a range of security tools to help 

customers protect documents and data against theft, security breaches, and other types of compromise. 

Microsoft considers many of the current issues or concerns will be resolved as cloud practices evolve and 

as there is more information and experience to draw on. Other enablers, such as enhanced broadband 

capacity, will add to the business case. Microsoft will be a keen participant both in assisting users to 

understand and manage cloud issues and in addressing some of the significant regulatory and legal issues 

that are currently slowing down the cloud. 

Microsoft’s own approach is evolving as it responds to organisations’ needs as they consider cloud 

computing services.  

Microsoft’s cloud services for business and government customers defer to the policies and legal 

obligations of those customers. Its role is to handle and process the data on behalf of the organisation, 

business; much like third-party telephone call centres process customer inquiries, orders, and data for their 

business customers. 

The division of responsibility between an enterprise or government and its cloud services provider is similar 

to that of a company that rents physical warehouse space from a landlord for storing boxes of customer or 

company files. Even though someone else might own the building, access to those files and the use of 

information within them is still governed by the policies of the company that rents the space, subject to 

any legal obligations. These same principles should apply in the cloud environment.  

To prepare for the growth of cloud computing, Microsoft has developed clear and transparent data 

handling processes in its hosted-services agreements with enterprise customers for Microsoft Dynamics® 

CRM Online, Microsoft® Business Productivity Online Standard Suite, and many other services. Microsoft 

also provides customers with a set of flexible management tools in its enterprise platform offerings that 

help to protect sensitive and confidential data and support compliance with relevant privacy law and other 

compliance obligations. 

                                                 

 
9 Department of Finance and Deregulation Australian Government data centre strategy 2010 – 2025 March 2010 available at 
http://finance.gov.au/e-government/infrastructure/docs/AGDC_Strategy.pdf 
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These types of transparent policies and strong protective tools are essential for organisations as they deal 

with the additional privacy and security questions that arise from their use of the cloud environment to 

store, organise, and share data—questions that go beyond those associated with consumer-oriented cloud 

computing services. 

Microsoft is working closely with its enterprise customers to help address these considerations through 

well-defined policies governing cloud-based management, use, and protection of data. This includes 

making sure that as organisations increasingly move from storing data in-house to contracting with cloud-

services providers for hosted management, clear privacy guidelines, consistent with legal and contractual 

obligations, define what the provider can and cannot do with data it is safeguarding.  

Legal and Regulatory Challenges 

To offer the full benefits of cloud computing, online computing providers must be able to operate 

datacentres in multiple locations and transfer data freely between them. This allows a provider to optimise 

efficiency and deliver the performance and reliability that customers expect. However, as has already been 

noted, the location of data managed in the cloud is a key concern for Australian organisations. 

The reasons behind this concern are complex, and therefore will require coordinated and robust responses.  

They include concerns about: 

 control over data and how it is stored and used and disclosed 

 risk of non-compliance with the Privacy Act or state and territory laws (particularly in NSW and 

Victoria) that set strict pre-conditions for the transfer of personal information across borders 

 risk of increased costs, ambiguity and legal challenges arising from divergent international rules on 

data privacy, data retention, law enforcement access to user data, and other issues—for example, 

Australian companies may need to decide if the privacy regime of another country is ―substantially 

similar‖ to the National Privacy Principles10  

 potential costs in other areas, for example, a recent Australian study indicated the cost of 

investigating data breaches in the cloud environment11 and  

 customer resistance to storage of data in some overseas locations. 

Many of these issues are not particular to cloud computing. However, the evolution of cloud computing as 

an IT services model with real potential to cut costs and improve economic outcomes adds to the urgency 

to find effective solutions.  

Microsoft sees the imminent changes to Australia’s privacy laws planned by the Government following the 

Australian Law Reform Commission’s extensive inquiry as a positive move in taking up the cloud 

opportunities.12 Of particular relevance is the increased emphasis on transparency and compliance 

assurance and, in the longer-term, work on consistency between Federal and State and Territory privacy 

regulation and on data breach notification.  

                                                 

 
10 National Privacy Principle 9 of the Privacy Act 1988 available at www.privacy.gov.au/law  
11 www.hackinthebox.org/modules.php?op=modload&name=News&file=article&sid=35829 
12 www.dpmc.gov.au/privacy/alrc.cfm 

 

http://www.privacy.gov.au/law
http://www.dpmc.gov.au/privacy/alrc.cfm
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Microsoft also sees a consistent international approach to privacy regulation as mission critical. It has been 

a key player in Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Data Privacy Sub-Group (DPS).  The DPS has 

developed a framework that combines a base-line set of privacy principles and mechanisms to back up 

assurances of compliance and to facilitate cross border enforcement of a country’s privacy rules. 13 The 

APEC work should make it easier for businesses to work across borders in APEC countries and importantly 

should mean that consumers’ privacy rights are maintained, and that they are not exposed to new risks, 

simply because the supplier begins to use offshore options compared with staying totally onshore.  

Microsoft urges the Australian Government and the Australian businesses to continue to engage with APEC, 

both to get it to a timely conclusion and to make sure that Australian interests are met.  

APEC countries and privacy regulation are only part of the picture. Again, Microsoft is a supporter of 

processes to harmonise European Union and APEC privacy approaches and is also contributing to the 

dialogue on reasonable and consistent rules to support law enforcement needs, for example in relation to 

data retention requirements and access to data under warrant or otherwise.14 The way in which countries 

seek to exercise sovereign rights over information about their citizens held in other countries or over 

information other country’s citizens held in their country is also an emerging issue for cloud computing. 

Countries like Australia could be part of the debate where there are starting to be calls for ―free data‖ 

zones (similar to free trade zones).  

Also mission critical is to find the right mix of regulatory frameworks, transparency and risk management to 

assure consumers that information about them is ―under control‖. There is some new thinking here, for 

example, on the traditional planks of privacy frameworks which aim to give consumers control by the 

mechanism of privacy notices, describing how personal information will be used and disclosed, and 

consent. For reasons including that privacy notices are long, confusing and often not read, the notice and 

consent route to consumer control is now under challenge. The answers seem to include finding better 

ways to communicate information than long, dull notices, and building trust through more emphasis on 

accountability and managing consumer risks as information moves globally. This was conveyed by 

Microsoft’s General Counsel, Brad Smith when addressing the Brookings Institution earlier this year on the 

topic ―Building Confidence in the Cloud.‖ 15 

 
Conclusion 

Client-plus-cloud computing offers enhanced choice, flexibility, operational efficiency, and cost savings for 

Australian governments, businesses and consumers. To take full advantage of these benefits, users must 

be given reliable assurances regarding the privacy and security of their online data. In addition, a number 

of regulatory, jurisdictional, and public policy issues remain to be solved in order for online computing to 

thrive. Australian governments and businesses have been playing an important role both domestically and 

                                                 

 
13 See www.apec.org/apec/apec_groups/committee_on_trade/electronic_commerce.html  
14 Microsoft, has joined with privacy advocates and other key IT companies to call for a review of the United States Electronic 
Communications Privacy Act to set new consistent rules for ―digital due diligence‖ see 
http://itknowledgeexchange.techtarget.com/it-compliance/coalition-pushes-ecpa-update-for-online-privacy-in-cloud-computing-
age/  
15 See http://blog.seattlepi.com/microsoft/library/20100120smithspeech.pdf 

 

http://www.apec.org/apec/apec_groups/committee_on_trade/electronic_commerce.html
http://itknowledgeexchange.techtarget.com/it-compliance/coalition-pushes-ecpa-update-for-online-privacy-in-cloud-computing-age/
http://itknowledgeexchange.techtarget.com/it-compliance/coalition-pushes-ecpa-update-for-online-privacy-in-cloud-computing-age/
http://blog.seattlepi.com/microsoft/library/20100120smithspeech.pdf
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in international forums and are encouraged to keep this effort going to set the optimum cloud computing 

framework.  

Microsoft has been addressing many of these issues since 1994, when we delivered our first online services 

for consumers and enterprises. Our experience has shaped our company’s privacy principles, corporate 

privacy policy, product and service development, and overall business practices. These components anchor 

our commitment to maintaining the highest standards of privacy and security in our online services and to 

partnering with Australian industry leaders, governments, and consumer organisations to develop globally 

consistent privacy frameworks that enable the expansion of the economic and social value of cloud-based 

computing. 

 


